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A climbing team with American participation.. announced the result.. and
awarded the southern mountain the title

Fara'a..the highest Saudi peak

Riyadh - sports2018.08.28 | 11:04 pm

The Saudi Climbing Federation has resolved the controversy over
the highest peak in Saudi Arabia, declaring, after a field

experiment in the heights of the Asir region, with the participation
of specialists from America and a local team of Saudi climbers,

 .that Jabal Farawa is the highest peak in Saudi Arabia
The Saudi Climbing Federation hosted the American brothers

Matthew and Eric Gilbertsen in the first official event of the
federation to determine the exact number of the highest peak in
Saudi Arabia, accompanied by a group of local climbers led by

Majid Al-Naji, director of operations in the federation, Rua
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Pictures taken for the Saudi Climbing Federation team during their field experiment in the heights of the Asir region (Media Center -
(Climbing Federation
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Basaad, Al-Batool Barum, Hattan Al-Asali, Iyad Al-Daluj and
Ryan Olson, "photographer". The team climbed the mountains of

 .Souda and Froua
The Gilbertsen brothers seek to climb the highest peaks all over the

world, and before coming to Saudi Arabia, they visited more than
110 countries to document the highest summit in each country, by

using precise devices after climbing the mountains personally, and
they are working on a project to climb the highest point in every

 .country in the world
It is noteworthy that the Saudi Climbing Federation, "the official

umbrella for the sport of hiking" in Saudi Arabia, was established
by a decision of Turki Al-Sheikh, head of the Saudi Olympic

.Committee, and headed by Prince Bandar bin Khalid bin Fahd
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